“NO DOWN TIME”:

The Story Of How Peace Of Mind Technologies
Secured Marymount School Of New York

Every school’s security needs are unique and challenging, but this is especially true
for schools with cross-campus buildings. Too often, disparate security systems are
tasked with enforcing security across buildings. The Marymount School Of New York
contacted Peace Of Mind Technologies to implement a record-keeping system for
staff and students entering and leaving the building.
Before conducting a needs assessment of the

and technology layout and provided security
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recommendations. Upon approval by Wartel, Peace
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discussed security issues and common problems.

integration team to coordinate efforts at each site

Then, the Peace Of Mind Technologies team

on the Marymount School Of New York campus.

conducted a site walkthrough of the three
spanning 15 blocks. The team looked for various

Step 1: Conduct A Cross-Campus
Systems Update

weaknesses, gaps in current technologies and

Because the K-12 New York City private school

assessed the school’s ability to thwart common

was spread across three campus buildings on

threats.
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What the team found was a set of deeper security
needs to address:
• Two buildings with disparate and outdated

considerations were made for each building.
The Marymount School Of New York buildings
were built at various times with distinguished
architectural elements. As a result, each building

access control systems, and a third building

needed its own security strategy and design

without any access control technology at all

layout, but it was also important for the technology

• Outdated surveillance and alarm
technologies in current systems

to expand and for the system to scale up. Access
control, surveillance and alarm systems were
updated and integrated into a unified security

• Old and unorganized security data

system across all three buildings.

• Inability to run detailed security and
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attendance reports

The security technology knowledge of Peace Of

After a site walkthrough, Peace Of Mind

Mind Technologies aligned perfectly with Wartel’s

Technologies designed a security strategy

desire to incorporate the latest technology into
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a tighter security plan for Marymount School
Of New York. The Director Of Facilities gave the
security company free reign to assess and tweak
processes in a security plan that leveraged the
latest technology to enact new policies. “Peace Of
Mind Technologies not only made me aware of
what technology was available to me, [but] they
explained in detail how the technology could
work for our school and how we could afford it,”
said Wartel. The security company helped Wartel
choose a new access control system for his third
building, and updated the other two buildings to
match.
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A new system brought a new opportunity to

After updating the access control system, Peace

develop a fresh set of security data. But before

Of Mind Technologies also updated current ID

going forward with Wartel’s primary security goal

cards to make them compatible with the new

– developing an access control system capable of

system. During the transition, students and staff

generating specific time and attendance reports

never stopped using their old access cards. Also,

– data organization was a must. Peace Of Mind

prior to system integration, Wartel was only

Technologies painstakingly assessed, cleaned and

able to generate a report on the entire school –

updated the school’s old data. The new data was

compromised of three separate buildings across

then migrated over to the new system.

15 blocks. If one building had a fire or an alarm
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went off, a report could not be generated on just
that one building, which was a serious concern
for the Director Of Facilities. A new access control

After getting the systems and data in place,

system and ID cards increased Wartel’s ability

training was essential for everyone on site. It was

to create reporting to track the attendance

important for Wartel and his team to understand

and access activity at each building on the

how to use the technology to improve security,

Marymount School Of New York campus.

and to manage each building as an individual
entity, an advantage they lacked before the
implementation of a new system.

“The installation involved three buildings, with
old and new technology, and they did it with no
down time at all,” said Wartel.
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Step 6: Never Stop Improving
School Security
After Marymount School Of New York introduced
new access control technology and desired
reporting capabilities, the school continued
to invest in security improvements. Using the
school’s existing wireless network, Peace Of
Mind Technologies performed a cost-effective
installation of 50 wireless access control doors
throughout the 5th Avenue Building. While
Marymount School Of New York had an existing
wireless network to use for the installation, most
wireless locks are a cost-effective solution for
many facilities, especially older ones, because
they require no wiring.

Mind Technologies introduced remote video guard

With the new wireless lock system in place, rights

services to back up security coverage on the field

and access privileges could be determined for

during graveyard shift hours. If there’s any activity

faculty, staff, students and visitors. The faculty was

or motion detected, offsite agents are able to voice

able to lock a classroom door from the inside, and

down through the field’s speakers to notify and

only a card with the right access privileges could

warn of impending police arrival.

open it. Wartel said the door work was the biggest
part of switching to wireless locks. Locksmiths and
other specialists were provided and managed by
Peace Of Mind Technologies to handle the lock
work in the building.
And the improvements didn’t stop there.

From the beginning, Wartel recognized the need to
have a system the school could grow with. He knew
that each building’s technology plan must fit into
a larger comprehensive strategy, and that this plan
must be easily scalable across more buildings if the
school should continue its expansion in New York
City. Because Peace Of Mind Technologies designed

A Security Partnership That Focuses On You

the entire system from a needs-based approach,

Peace Of Mind Technologies was again called into

future technology improvements are cost-efficient

the Marymount School Of New York, this time

and effortless to implement.

to assess the security gaps of the athletic fields

Any security partnership of this kind is about

located on 97th Street. Wartel was concerned
with improving the security around the perimeter
of the fields. Using the improved surveillance
technology they had installed earlier, Peace Of

banding together to make a facility safer through
incorporating the latest technology into a scalable
design, and enabling its staff to manage site activity
more effectively than it ever has.
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Interested in learning more about how to improve your school’s
security? Click below to download Are Your Students Safe? 10
Ways To Improve Your School’s Security Solution to get tips on
examining your school’s security and keeping students safe.
Download School Security Tips

About Peace Of Mind Technologies
Peace Of Mind Technologies is the security partner of schools, hotels, businesses,
hospitals and other facilities throughout the greater New York Metropolitan area.
As security system integrators, we deliver site-specific, functional and cost-effective
security solutions to match your unique needs. Learn more about our security
company at www.pom-tec.com.
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